Julian’s Solo Bike Trip 4 Cancer
By Steve Evans for Julian Davies

Julian Davies, restaurant owner and motor bike enthusiast and husband to Jaxs, a recovered
breast cancer patient from Clatterbridge Hospital has recently taken on a gruelling 7,500
mile trip around Europe, raising money for the Clatterbridge Cancer Centre and breast
cancer. Starting at Clatterbridge Hospital, Wirral and heading off to the most Northerly
point in Europe, a place called Nordkapp in Norway, via Dover into France, Belgium, Holland,
Germany, Denmark and Sweden, Julian began his journey on Tuesday 8 th May 2012 at
10:06am. Taking in some wonderful sites along the way, and stopping off for relaxation and
sleep, either in his one man tent or in farms, houses, hotels or hostels courtesy of some of
the many local people he encountered along the epic journey. Then heading off around the
remainder of Europe’s countries hopefully, namely Sweden, Finland, Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania, Russian border, Poland, Czech Republic, Austria, Italy, Switzerland and France
before finally back into the UK and heading back to the Wirral, completing the trip in 33
days. Further detail and how to donate can be found at www.solobiketour4cancer.com

Julian came across many great sites during his travels, and included in that were one or two
more scary moments, when encountering a few not so friendly people and places! Also
getting lost on more than one occasion and not having the required maps to navigate at
certain stages, Denmark springs to mind! Armed with a desktop laptop and two smart
phones powered from the electrics from his DL650 Suzuki V-Strom motor bike with 22 litre
fuel tank for long distance, on and off roadster, Julian was enjoying his self indulgent trip,
whilst raising money. He was prepared with food packs, tent, and sleeping bag and as much
essential equipment as he could manage. He was also helped with the aid of various
generous companies, who donated an array of equipment. This is the story of Julian’s
journey as told by him as recorded on Facebook, on a day to day basis, internet signal
allowing. I have written it from my point of view.

Chapter One
The Long And Winding Road

Day 1 Tuesday 8th May. Said his goodbyes to his family, friends, biker friends and the staff of
the Cancer Centre, a quick interview with Radio Clatterbridge and he was waved and
applauded off under the bunting at the entrance at 10:06am.

Jules, continued to head toward Dover, arrived slightly late due to a diversion, also known as
getting lost. A detour via Bristol! As a bonus, he enjoyed travelling along the South coast on
to Dover. Oops, lost and still in England!
He stayed in a Dover Youth Hostel on the Tuesday night, with two American soldiers and a
lady from Bolton. Yes, he had joined the YHA in January just in case!
The start of day two, he caught the Ferry from Dover to Dunkirk courtesy of DFDS Ferries,
arrived in France, turned left and headed north, more north easterly though as the Channel
and the North Sea get in the way. He arrived in Arnhem in Holland to rest.
On day 3, Jules travelled all day until he reached approximately 50 kilometres (30 miles)
from the German city of Hamburg in the North of the country. Here he had his first night of
camping; he found a site in the woods by a beautiful little lake two minutes from the
Autobahn. “Oh yes, the Autobahn” said Julian, “high gusty winds, driving rain and crazy
German drivers”. But he quite enjoyed it in a weird sort of way. A good days riding today,
and didn’t get lost, surprise!

On day four the weather was forecast for storms and wind, however, just like at home they
got it wrong. A gusty wind, but dry and warm. Cruising around the city of Hamburg, he took
in the impressive docklands and harbour and his first big tunnel. Jules rode steadily to
Flensburg and crossed the border into Denmark in the afternoon. He kept riding until his
German map ran out and was then unsure of which route to travel on. Yes, you guessed it; he
had omitted to get a Danish road map! Therefore, he got lost around four o’clock, eventually
stopping for the night in a hostel at the Danish sea port of Kolding. He was feeling good and
looking forward to crossing the Ostmund Bridge into Sweden the following day. Nearly six
countries and only day five, a third of the way you say. Only in countries, not I hasten to add
in miles. Little did he know, a scary day tomorrow with the Oresund Bridge and Hells
Angels.

Day 5 the 12th May. A day Jules had been waiting for with trepidation. The Oresund Bridge,
or the Sound Bridge, the historic English name for the strait awaits. This is three bridges
across the sea, about 26 kilometres (16 miles) length, connecting Denmark to Sweden.
Notorious for its high winds. Julian rode across, the first bridge was easy, the second,
exciting to say the least, however the third was very scary “I’ve never been so scared” but he
did it. Alas, at the end of the bridge crossing at the toll booth, he ran into trouble.

Whilst resting after the mammoth bridge crossing, he witnessed a group of Hells Angels.
Bikers and a car with four people in, swapping goods of some description between them and
what appeared to be large amounts of cash. They spotted Julian watching them and
approached. Julian rode off, only to find that he was being chased! His reliable ‘little’ motor
bike though eventually out running them some 40 miles later. Julian went on to say, “Did I
imagine this, or were they chasing me”? He will never know.
Jules rode steady for the remainder of the day and stopped at Gothenburg after entering
Sweden. Some local people came to his rescue. A Swedish couple called Linda and Pelle
guided him to an old church mission, unfortunately it was full. He then travelled to a second
hostel and got a bed for the night. Gothenburg, a medieval city, with its mix of ancient and
modern architecture. The city was full that night with a carnival and fancy dress being held
after their city marathon. Very tired athletes everywhere! Lovisa the receptionist at the hostel,
allowed Julian to park his bike in the underground staff garage for safe keeping. Tomorrow
would bring more of the unknown. Julian was looking forward to the far north and the wild!
Sunday, and day 6 started very early for Julian, with a 7:30am start. The weather was good
and he and his bike are riding well. A few fuel stops and chats along the way, and enjoying
the wooded Swedish dual carriageways. Not wooden roads, but in wooded areas! Soon Jules
would be crossing the border into Norway on the E6 heading for Oslo. He now had to make a
choice of a new route. The local advice warned him not to attempt the E16 to Bergen due to

heavy snow and blocked passes. Therefore, Julian opted for the north west route through Oslo
and on to Trondheim. He eventually reached 40km (24 miles) south of Lillehammer to rest
for the night.
In search for somewhere to camp, he met Trond, a gentleman from the small local village of
Furnes. He invited Jules to stay with his family for the night. Jules met Trond’s wife Marie,
and their sons Nils and Ivar who all made him very welcome for the night. Enjoying a
wonderful family meal cooked by Grandma Karin. Their home was a farm on a wooded
hillside with a wonderful view. An extremely pleasant evening was had, as they all planned
Julian’s next day’s ride. This proving to Jules, that there are some truly good people in our
world. He was also pleased to find out that Everton Football Club had finished the season
with a win, and above Liverpool, much to my disgust, I add jokingly. Jules passing his best
wishes and a hearty ‘well done’ on Facebook to Everton.
After a good family breakfast, a packed lunch prepared by Marie and a pair of Trond’s socks
given to him to wear (I guess Julian must have smelly feet, see later in this story)! He set off
on day 7, quickly toward Lillehammer, the home of the 1994 Winter Olympics. Then on to
his first real test. 150km (90 miles) of snow clad mountains and no traffic, quite eerie! The
road was good and the wind gusty, but this was now about usual for the weather Jules was
experiencing, snow apart. He was using a controlled breathing technique that he had learned
during his training for this adventure to aid him “when things got a bit hairy” explained
Julian.
He completed the mountains for today, but realised that he is a month early on his travels, as
the camp sites and Hyttas or cabins as we would call them were not yet open for the season.
Jules was also expecting an Elk to jump out on to the road at any moment without looking, as
is often the case in this mountain region. “They are very big fellas” he said, imitating the size
of one with his arms. Hitting one of those would certainly put an end to the journey. That
night, he camped on a patch of grass near to a service area, it was free, a bonus. Jules
enquired at this point on Facebook, if everyone was enjoying his blogs. One week completed
at this point, Julian was asking for people to follow and support via the Facebook link and
retweet on Twitter for him. Some amazing pictures taken so far, a few are printed within
these pages here.

An early start on day 8 at 7am. This trip was getting better. Julian bumped into an old friend
from Germany, Michael Field who was believe it or not, doing a similar trip. They rode
together for 100km (60 miles) and parted as Jules was riding along Route 17, hugging the
coast and island hopping via ferries and tunnels. Mike continued to push on along the E6 for
Nordcapp. Will they meet again?
Route 17 is a great bike ride, with hairpins and climbs. Tunnels that are so dark, you may as
well shut your eyes. The weather was clear and remarkably warm considering he was fast
approaching the Arctic Circle. Jules gained assistance from a local man as they disembarked
from a ferry, leading him to a resting place for the night. No camping tonight. Jules feels a bit
of a fraud as he is staying in a Hansel and Gretel style cabin in Vennesund a small village and
quay near to the ferry, complete with Trolls and other creatures. He passed a mountain in
Vennesund with a hole in its side. It is reputed that a Troll in pursuit of his maiden could not
catch her, so threw a boulder that caused the hole in the mountain.
Julian found Troll droppings outside his cabin that night! He also washed clothes and hung
them to dry on the cabin porch before supper. Come the morning, his clothes had been tried
for size by a Troll, but were undamaged and dry, more dropping were found around his
clothes! Jules updated his blog at this point, but was unable to post the picture of said Troll, it
ran off. He thanked people for donations and explaining he would love to get to £10,000, and
asking folk to please retweet and support.
The TV series ‘The World’s Greatest Motorcycle rides’ springs to mind today the 16th and
day 9. They should have included Route 17 west coast of Norway. What remarkable scenery!
He has been on it for two days now and cannot think of a strong enough descriptive for it. A
must for any biker. Contrasting mountains with gentle bends and crazy hairpin sections,
through canyons and tunnels and woods and forestry, with stunning scenery and wildlife.
Jules saw his first Elk that morning and a small herd of Reindeer in the afternoon. “The deep
colours of the Fjords mesmerise you and draw your gaze into its depths”. Jules also stating
that this all sounds very poetic, but this is the effect it has on you. Amazing!

Recent ferry trips and island hopping have included, after a two hour wait the first ferry to
Vessesund. Then a ride of 64km (40 miles) to Bronnoysund missing the ferry by ten minutes,
another two hour wait and then across to Horn, a small island, then raced 17km (10 miles) to
the next ferry. Made it in time and sailed for Tjotta. Then a 70km (44 mile) ride to Levang
and straight on the ferry to Nesna. Finally a 90km (56 miles) ride to the last sea trip of the
day and decided to settle for the night in Foroy.
As tomorrow is a National Day, and everywhere will be closed for celebrations, Jules motors
on as he has plenty of fuel and many miles to go. At this point he had travelled a total
distance of 2,546 miles. In places, no internet connection was possible. So on more than one
occasion, he lost contact until he was in a suitable place to write the next blog, the General
Managers office of the Raddison hotel in Bodo!
His ride to Bodo on the 17th was another brilliant experience. Seven kilometres of tunnels and
fjords, making for a slow journey. Jules arrived in Bodo at 10:30am ready for the 11am ferry
to Lofoten; it was cancelled due to the National holiday. The next one is 4:30pm, ing long ship.
Typically the ferry was cancelled so he spent most of the afternoon in the hotel chatting to the manager,
who is a biker too, using his computer and drinking the coffee provided. The hospitality of
many local people with help, friendship and generosity is immense; He is putting his trust in
fellow man, and trusting his instinct so far. Why is he not surprised? , He eventually get to
Lofoten, here is a peninsular of great beauty and home to a Viking museum complete with
Viking long ship. Also he crossed over into the Arctic Circle yesterday, but was not aware, as
no sign posts are placed in the sea for you to look at whilst sailing along on a ferry! 66
degrees 33 minutes 39 seconds north to be precise! The northern part being somewhat critical
as the south is the Antarctic! Nordkapp next, a long way yet!
Jackie at this point is at home, lost and missing Julian. Her friends are busily trying to keep
her occupied with various events from coffee to choir singing. All this, running the business
and still attempting to raise money through the Justgiving link on
www.solobiketour4cancer.com.

Chapter Two
Lost and Proud
Yes, lost and proud, no not Julian but Jackie. Jackie or Jaxs to her friends was at this point
lost, still completelylost.com as she put it on her Facebook account. She was missing Julian,
but so very proud of his mission. Many of her friends had invited her out to coffee meetings
and even choir meetings to help pass the time, also giving her the chance to tell everybody
about Julian’s challenge and what it is all about and hopefully raising more funding. Probably
a little easier for Jaxs to explain now she has finally been given the all clear.

She was running the restaurant in Hoylake in Julian’s absence, although no doubt missing the
head chef. Jaxs fronts the restaurant and looks after the accounts normally, but with an added
burden now Jules had gone away. She had Chef Jason and her sister who is a chef working
the kitchen, whilst she and the girls front Julian’s Restaurant, their joint partnership. The
restaurant was almost closed and sold not so long ago, with the stress of Jackie’s illness and
extra pressure it put on them both. However they persevered, and after much soul searching it
remained open. This and a few social activities with friends, took up so much time whilst
Julian was away, that she had hardly any time to herself.

They have been a couple for eleven years, living and working together. Rarely apart, five
days at the very most in that time. Sixteen days into Julian’s trip I interviewed Jackie for
Radio Clatterbridge, asking how they were both coping and hoping to get Jackie’s story on
how Julian was really feeling, as she spoke to him daily if not more, via video link and
phone. Everybody else relying on his daily blogs, signal allowing, but that was not telling us
how Jules really felt.
Jules had planned and prepared this trip for eighteen months, fitness training for eight
months, cold weather acclimatisation, ensuring he had supplies, making sure his bike was
ready and fully capable of a potential 8,500 miles. Nothing was left to chance explained Jax.
Jax was eager and keen to tell me about how much she was missing Jules and counting the
days. She even questioned Jules as to why it took two weeks to get there and four weeks to
get back. Of course the Arctic Circle was objective number one, but that was only sixteen
days of a projected forty two day trip to include the bulk of the trip, the rest of Europe. That
would be cut short due to adverse weather in the latter stages to thirty three days. Jax and
Jules not aware of this at that point.
She also told me that this was the perfect marriage for Julian, travelling and his bike Bess.
Their own nuptials apart of course! Julian would thrive on this, however Jax revealed how
she thought Jules looked jaded on the video link, a little unusually stressed and suffering from
lack of sleep due to the extended daylight hours of the Arctic twenty four hours a day. The
adverse weather conditions of heavily packed snow, ice and temperature making life difficult.
Jackie revealed how Julian was scared, on the edge but elated to reach Nordkapp. He spoke to
Roger Phillips from Radio Merseyside after reaching the summit, he was a happy man. Tears
were flowing in the UK as Jax listened to Jules explain his adventure so far to Roger. I
suspect they also were in Norway. Jackie urged everyone to send messages to Jules, as this
would cheer him up no end, and he would reply in the knowledge that people were interested
and following his progress.
Jaxs posted on Facebook a few days before Jules reached Nordkapp “My gorgeous hubby
Julian is my hero. Whilst we are all at home nice and warm watching his progress on our
laptops and computers, Julian is freezing his bollocks off, he really is ‘amazing balls’ and I
am very proud of him. Come on guys, surely you can spare a fiver for this worthy cause
www.solobiketour4cancer.com and click on the JustGiving link. Thank you. (Please
repost)”.
A few days later the following posts appeared “cantwaittohugmyhubby.com” and “Just want
my man home safe now” Jackie clearly missing Jules. Only sixteen more days to go!

Chapter Three
Extreme North

The change in temperature is quite dramatic as he enters the Arctic Circle; he stops at the
fishing cove of Lofoten and finds a hostel for the night. The village is called ‘A’ with an ‘O’
on top, pronounced as a soft ‘O’. There were frames of hanging salt cod everywhere, the
smell was very strong. Julian’s socks are a pleasure compared to this. Julian retires for sleep
at 11pm; the sun is still shining, no night time here!
Friday 18th and Jules was awake at 6am feeling “knackered”. A reality check, the
honeymoon is over, things are getting tough now. It was raining, the roads ahead were pitted
with potholes and broken surface. But Jules knew at some point this was likely to happen, a
low point and morale has dipped, conditions are far from ideal. He rode for a short distance
and stopped at a Viking museum and Long House in Lofoten. It is a reconstruction of a
Chieftains Viking Long house complete with furnishings, weapons and odours.
Approximately forty to seventy people would live in this building, together with fifty head of
cattle. Many of the inhabitants were slaves. He then rode on for a couple of hours, his spirits
lifting as he could see blue sky ahead. Many tunnels today, however they served as welcome
protection from the rain. The rain stopped and Jules turned left back on to the E6 at Narvik.
This road would take him to the top, Nordkapp.

Jules pulled in to a campsite about 40km (24miles) south of Andsevl as the rain returned, but
more as sleet and snow. He couldn’t camp, as the snow is too deep to pitch a tent, so manages
to get a heated cabin for his overnight rest. He meets his first “miserable cow” on reception,
she wants £50 for the tiny cabin, but Jules negotiates it down to £30. She couldn’t have been
all that miserable then I think!

A storm is brewing as Jules does the same for a cuppa. The cabin is shaking, it is getting
quite scary, what dangers are lurking in these conditions? In the words of Judith Chalmers
“wish you were here”. Jules has his bike ‘Bess’ in the cabin to keep it from the elements, and
for a bit of company!

The following morning, it’s Saturday of week two. The day started early as usual, wind, snow
and extreme temperatures were on the menu. Not Julian’s normal speciality served as in his
restaurant I hasten to add. A short ride and a stop for fuel for Bess and Jules. A coffee with no
name and a hotdog for breakfast, and petrol. The weather is improving slightly as predicted,
but not for long. Three mountain passes are on the agenda today. Paul a local fisherman,
confirmed the weather would be storms, with a wry smile on his face and a shake of the head.
Jules rode on waiting for the mother of all storms, and waited…… Mother Nature was going
to do her worst.

What was all the fuss about? It was calm and sunny. Mountain number two, Jules was singing
into his helmet ‘Sweet Caroline der der der der’ and enjoying the ride. The sound of Jules
singing angered the atmosphere somewhat, the weather instantly changed. “Bastardly high
winds and sleet”. Treacherous conditions and gale force winds await Jules. He survives
though and takes on mountain number three, equally as bad, no further singing and eventually
completes the three without mishap.

With 160 miles to go to Alta, the roads are empty, and a fairly quiet afternoon, arriving at a
hotel in Alta at 5pm. Great timing and a first bit of real comfort in twelve days. He settled
down to watch the Champions League Final complete with beer, hoping for a Chelsea win,
which eventually happens after penalties. The locals though on finding out Julian is from

Liverpool automatically assume he is a red. The myth is true; many Liverpool supporters
come from Norway! Jules explains over a beer and some friendly banter that he is in fact a
blue nose; well it was cold after all!

Today the 20th will bring Nordkapp in all its glory. Julian arrives before midday, the most
northerly point in Europe, just beyond the Arctic Circle. He is on the smart phone to Jackie,
emphatic! He explains a one point he thought he was going to die, the winds so strong as
though attempting to blow him off his bike. He also has a link up with Radio Merseyside
talking to Roger Philips about the journey so far. I was not in a position to interview Jules on
the phone at this time; I has not realised the importance or how bad conditions were, and I did
not prepare in advance! How miffed am I! Friends and family listen to Jules’ interview, tears
are shed in many a place here in the UK and in Nordkapp.

Next up is to head south east and destination Finland. Little did Julian know, he would not
get any further for a while.
Julian had made the top of Nordkapp, but not without incident. 40km of narrow mountain
passes with sporadic 80mph winds. He was afraid, very afraid. He thought he may die
because of his ignorance of Nordkapp. If he had known of the conditions, he may not have
had the courage to attempt it. On arrival at the top, it was impossible to stand up in the wind,
never mind with ‘Bess’ his metal stallion. So his bike was moved into the porch of the tourist
centre. A quick interview with our local radio and then, with the weather deteriating and
Julian feeling very shaken, he accepted an invitation of a lift and bed for the night by Erica,

husband Onar who is the local Parson, and their three beautiful children Josiah, Ella and
Eden. They made Jules very welcome. Julian was allowed to cook dinner for them as a thank
you. He felt good to be back in familiar surroundings, the kitchen. The plan was to return in
the morning, and get Bess down to comparable safety. A very scary day had ended well.
Little did he know what was to come.
Day 14, a good night’s sleep and feeling positive, Jules is ready to retrieve his bike from
Nordkapp and continue, after the worst point so far. Onar kindly drove the 40km back to the
top, but the weather is just as bad, if not worse. Snow and ice is adhered on the roads and
strong winds, not quite as bad as yesterday, but none the less, still lethal. Jules retrieves his
Bess from the shelter, he is glad to see his steel stallion again. He struggles to get the bike on
to the road, then he attempts to ride it, Onar and two hitchhikers follow him down in the car.
Two crashes in a matter of minutes on the ice and this leaves Julian with a broken hand guard
and indicator, the engine is fine. Jules, with help, picks up the damaged pieces. Not to be
beaten, he attempts to follow the car, this time in its tracks. No grip, constantly slipping and
yes, another crash. This time it stops him riding. No severe injury, but common sense prevails
and they push the bike to a nearby shelter and abandon the journey. The fact Bess’ engine
won’t start enhances the problem. Julian calls the recovery service and heads back to Onar’s
house. He patiently waits for a return call from the recovery company, hoping to repair the
bike later with a mechanic. Jules then reflects, it could be worse, or could be better, he is still
ok. He catches up with his daily blog at this point and nurses his twisted knee.

A somewhat dejected and cold Julian waited for a recovery truck to meet him and then go
and collect his abandoned motor bike. A big lesson learnt here. Check conditions and weather
before attempting all routes, especially dangerous ones.

Finally his bike is recovered, luckily with little damage, most of it running repairs, and a once
over confirm all is good. The engine was fine, it only stopped running due to the emergency
cut out that was activated after he dropped it for the third time. Julian said a fond farewell to
his new friends Onar, Erica and their children, wishing Ella a happy birthday for the Sunday,
and thanking them for helping him and letting him stay for a couple of days, they had been so
kind. Day 15 and the trip to Finland begins.

Chapter Four
Calmer Climes to Fawlty Towers

After a steady uneventful ride on the route to Finland, he stopped for the night at 7pm local
time at Ivalo Avvil, camping next to a frozen lake in a forest. He then visited the Sami and
the Parliament buildings in Karasjok, just before crossing into Finland. The people here are
the indigenous people of Scandinavia and West Russia. They date back over 10,000 years.
Julian’s guide Aage took him around his museum, a very interesting area with colourful
people. They appear to live in harmony with the Scandinavians.

After a late start with sporadic sleep, a fast and straight ride into Finland, starting at10am. He
didn’t want to leave behind the beautiful frozen lake, deep in the forest. Now into day 16 on
the 23rd May. Julian realises a pattern is forming on his travels. In Arnhem, Holland he stayed
in a monastery. In Lillehammer, he stayed with a family of Angells. South of Oslo he finds a
book in a cabin written by The Grim Reaper (The Book Thief). He then stays with a local
priest Onar in Nordkapp. In Sodankyla, Finland he gets directions from the town parson Aki
Lautamo. Somebody is looking after him.

Jules rode 250 miles today through the flat but forested roads, it makes for easy riding. He
crossed over the Arctic Circle again and eventually stopped in Kemijarvi. Jules gives faithful
Bess an oil change and adjusts her chain before purring along for the rest of the day. Riding
along in Finland, is a complete contrast to the rollercoaster roads of Norway. However, just
as Jules thinks he is in his comfort zone and he can really get some miles under his belt, he
hits the gravel sections of road. No warnings, he just ploughs in and has to slow down and
concentrate hard to navigate his way along them with potholes appearing everywhere. But it
has been worse than this.
Finland has its own beauty, with over 2,000 lakes and 1,000 square miles of forest. Plenty of
reindeer adorn the countryside, as three of them trot alongside Jules and Bess for a short time,
they must have thought Bess was a noisy one of them!

It is not easy to find a camp now, as many places are still not open. The ground is also a
swamp of melting snow. Many of the locals here do not speak English, causing some
problems with finding campsites and general information. But Jules eventually finds an
empty campsite to stay at, yet again by another lake. It may still have melting snow, but the
mosquitoes have arrived and Jules covers up for the night. Tomorrow Helsinki looms, Jules is
hoping to get as close as possible so he can catch the ferry to Estonia early the following day.

The next morning, Jules checks out from the campsite, it was run by a little fella called Vega
Kallunki, who has a massive collection of pens, 21,000 to be exact, all hanging from the
ceiling. He also built radio controlled helicopters. Jules motors on from Kuusamo to
Suomussalmi on the fast and straight E63, were he stops for food and some medical treatment
to his injured shoulder. It appears he also damaged that in the crashes at Nordkapp. The nurse
treats him and applies some pink tape to support him and of course in support of breast
cancer. She obviously has a sense of humour! He then travels on to Kajaani following Route
6 and the Russian border, stopping for the night and camping at Jukka. This was a dump to
say the least. Dogs were barking all night, and undesirable people are everywhere. I think we
call them ‘Scallies’. He arose very early and was on the road shortly after 5.30am.
“If you miss the road to Finland, count yourself lucky” said Julian. A very boring place and
hardly any English spoken, apart from in Helsinki. Maybe he just didn’t see the good parts?
Jules made good time on day 18, and arrived in Helsinki at 3:30pm, after the 550km (330
miles) ride from the Jukka campsite. He was immediately assisted by a biker on a Chopper,
who led Jules to the Olympic stadium in which there was a hostel. A great result! The bikers
name? Jules! Tomorrow the ferry will take him to Estonia and warmer climes. He will be sad
to leave the wilderness, he is now back on the motorways, traffic, and fields with fences and
getting lost again. I’m not so sure getting lost is a good idea, but I bet Julian will do sooner
rather than later!
Today is something of an anti-climax, no riding and no ferry to Tallinn until 9:30pm. So with
all day to spend in Helsinki, Jules decided to do a spot of shopping and to take a walk to
stretch off those muscles and loosen up a bit. He wishes he was back in the Arctic, so much
more exciting! Three weeks into the trip now, and plenty of time to mull things over about
the journey so far and how much he is missing Jax, who is back home doing much the same.
The ferry arrived in Tallinn, Estonia at 11:30pm, so a long wait for a short ferry. Jules finds
himself a hostel were he has to lock up his bike for the first time so far, and is looking
forward to a rest and a good sleep, despite having rested for the previous day and last thirty
hours. He starts preparation for the ride to Latvia on the E67 before sleep defeats him.

He awakes to the smells of extra strong coffee made by a Russian guy, who is touting for
work in England. The coffee certainly gets Jules livened up. He chats to three guys about how
corrupt the state is and that many people are very poor. The minimum wage is about 200
Euro’s a month or £160. It is a very hot day and Jules has a preference for the Arctic
strangely enough. He rides through Estonia and into Latvia by the afternoon. The land is
green and plush, studded with forestry, but hardly any livestock to be seen. To get a taste of
the real Latvia, Jules turns off the E67 and rides into a village, it has very rundown buildings
and bad roads. He talks to a young woman who is walking to the next village to visit her
Aunt. He has also chatted to a couple of bikers, one from Finland and a local from Estonia
earlier that day. It is Sunday, and not unlike home, many biker packs are out enjoying the ride
in the glorious weather. Up to now, everyone is friendly; he hopes it stays that way. Jules
arrives in Riga the Latvian capital by 7:30pm and finds a motel, bed and breakfast and a
garage for Bess £17. Hunting rifles are hanging in the garage; well Jules thinks this is what
they are for!

Basil Fawlty

It turns out the owner of the motel is a Latvian Basil Fawlty. A very funny man, but he
shouts, and his arms are waving everywhere. “Do not be late for breakfast, it is at 8am” Basil
made Julian sit down, would not let him stand at the bar and tutted if Jules moved something
out of place. Then all hell is let loose when Julian was late for breakfast, it could be World
War Two! The rifles remain in the garage for now, as Julian apologies and makes his own
breakfast omelette as Basil prepares the coffee. Jules leaves with a flea in his ear at 10am to a
one gun salute. They are friends really, explained Jules as he sped off into the distance unsure
if more shots could be heard or his bike was misfiring!
The roads are good, navigation is easy. What did Jules do? He turned off the E67 to check out
a remote village, today’s mistake. The roads off the main highway are all rubble, chippings
and grooves and potholes. But it did get the adrenalin pumping, especially when white van
man appeared from nowhere, hurled past leaving clouds of dust that made Jules choke and
rendered him temporarily blind. At this point he rejoined the E67, enough excitement for one
day. Although as he approached the Lithuanian border Jules decided to spend his remaining
Lats; One Lat equals about £1.40. He ate cold beetroot and potato soup, had a coffee and
bought a bottle of vodka for a tenner, and partook of a Latvian haircut for some reason at
£2.50. I didn’t know the Lats were famous for their haircuts? And I’ll give the food a miss
too!
Once over the Lithuanian border and the further south he travels, Jules find the roads and
buildings and general appearance of everything much improved. All three countries are very
flat and covered in rich pastures, but there is still poverty very much in evidence. Progress
was a little slower today as many Police checks were encountered and crashes observed. Not
Jules I hasten to add. A lot of blood was on the road today as Jules stopped early and found a
hotel at Mokolia with garage for Bess for £25. These prices are cheaper than in Norway
though.
He took a shower and made time to wash all his clothes, not for the first time in three weeks
I stress, however his socks are once again placed in the incinerator (Jax, are his feet normally
smelly)? He will need new ones soon. He then proceeded to partake of a nip or two of vodka

whilst considering tomorrows ride into Poland; he also listened to an interview Jax gave to
me on Radio Clatterbridge as we try to raise more funds for www.solobiketour4cancer.com.
If you’re reading this, you can still donate on the JustGiving link. Jules thinks Jax is a natural
on the radio, he’s right!
Julian stated “Not much happened in the Baltic’s”. Only Mr Fawlty and his rifles, Jules the
Chopper, blood on the roads and corruption! Oh, and a haircut, not much?

Chapter Five
Del Boy, James Bond & Socks

Julian arrives in Poland on day 21, it is a contrast in countryside, surprisingly well kept and
the roads are good, rolling hills and cultivated plains, beautiful calming scenery with a few
gusty winds, but hey, he had been to Nordkapp, so no problems here. Every time Jules gets
into that secure mode, an almost false sense of security, bang! Dramatic change! The roads
are “off road” conditions; he must concentrate at all times, no drifting away and taking in the
countryside. The Polish drivers are the worst yet, crazy. He stays on the never ending E67
most of the day, bypassing Warsaw and taking the B50 road to Minsk, stopping at Grebiszew
in the Minsk County having covered 5,300 miles to date. He is “absolutely shattered and very
smelly” he explained as he whiffed the air gently blowing over him. Perhaps his socks are
rotten.
He came across many shrines to the dead. Some are road accident victims; others are in
people’s private drives. Not like here in the UK, a few flowers left to remember, but crosses
and stone monuments. Some even light up Del Boy style ‘tres bien’.
Del Boy, err…. sorry Jules, only spoke to one man all day, not many speak English at all, or
don’t want to talk. As Jules rode through the day, he could not help but think about their past,
when they were occupied by the Nazi’s and the suffering they endured. The thick forests he
thinks would have seen plenty of action, but now so tranquil.
Tonight’s accommodation is a hotel, B & B for £20. The towns in Poland are bigger and
more plentiful than those in the Baltic countries. He came across the same place name many
times on different sign posts. His thinking was that either it was a big place, or he was going
around in circles. He eventually realised that Centrum actually means Town Centre!

The next morning Jules is away on the B50 heading toward Grojec, but comes to a grinding
halt five miles outside, a lorry has overturned and blocked both sides of the carriageway. So
Jules detours across country. Now he finds some real Polish roads, potholes and sand for
about 50km (30 miles). Bess and Jules are “shaken not stirred” as Jules put it, appropriately
enough James Bond is on TV as I write this. The trusty partnership carry on regardless and
even welcome the change, however the novelty wore off after an hour or so. He found a
better road, the E79, but still encounters patches of rough stuff.
Jules comes across plenty of unsigned railway crossings in Poland. After about half a dozen,
he realises that he is supposed to stop and give way at each one, rather than expect the train to
stop for him! Luckily, trains are infrequent causing little problem. He rode on past miles of

vineyards, orchards and strawberry fields, observing people at the side of the road selling
strawberries and other delights. Reminders of World War 2 were evident, as old tanks, large
guns and monuments were spotted along his route.

Julian stopped and chatted to a few of the local people in Scouse, as they in return spoke
Polish, between them managing to converse. However, one man was a German speaking Pole
and he pointed out a motel at £15 for the night, it was his! The language barrier did not cause
a hindrance, the smell maybe. As one chap led Jules to the shop, to buy yet more socks. Yes,
they are smelly again! On entering the shop, he asking the assistants for help, but they could
not understand. So Jules promptly took off his boots and pointed to his socks. The boot
removal was enough, the assistants swiftly realising what he required and despatched him
with two pair for £2. As Jules left the shop, he turned to observe laughing and said assistants
holding their noses. Hint taken, Jules quickly returned to his motel, showered and disposed of
the somewhat offending socks in the incinerator. Thank goodness for incinerators.
Jules is now about 100km (60 miles) from Krakow; he plans his next day’s journey and hopes
to visit the Krakow museum on route tomorrow. If he does not get lost.

A new month begins, it is 1st June and day 25, Jules brings in the month by getting lost,
heading in totally the wrong direction for 60km. He gets back on track and eventually crosses
the border into the Czech Republic at 11:30am. The rain, storms and wind are tremendous
here, as he battles on through undulating roads and small sections of motorway. He gives up
battling the elements and stops in Brno, the second biggest city in the Republic. He meets
Martin and his girlfriend Michaela, also bikers. They offer to accommodate Jules for the
night, and put Bess to rest in the garage with Martin’s bike, also a V-Strom. The plan

tomorrow is to ride to Prague with Martin and Michaela. It return for the hospitality, Jules
cooks for them, and is provided with Kofola, a soft drink of the Czechs and Slovakians. He
was hoping for something stronger. Where is that vodka?

An Early start the next morning, as Martin and Michaela rode with Jules for 140 miles
through countryside. They part after lunch and Jules carries on for another 210 miles into
Germany; he stops in the town of Amberg, Bavaria at 6pm for that night, finds a hostel and
conveniently finds a Beer fest that is on for the weekend. Jules meets a couple of UK bikers
who are travelling north; they enjoy a few beers together, have a good chat and retire for the
night.

A late start after an enjoyable previous night and Jules heads off for Nuremberg. The weather
is perfect and not too hot. Jules spends an hour on the autobahn and turns off and heads cross
country through villages and farm land. The rain and gusty winds kick in, but Jules is not put

off by this, he continues and takes it in his stride, singing as he rides along. Has he not learnt
a lesson from singing not so long ago? He passes plenty of Beer fests, but is not tempted and
continues until he reaches Stuttgart at 5pm, absolutely soaked through to the skin. Jules then
got disorientated and was somewhat confused with the roads. A police car approached and
stopped Jules. They soon corrected the error of his ways and escorted him to a hostel after
issuing a ticket for his riding on the wrong side of the road. They eventually destroy it,
suspecting Jules has paid too many visits to the local Beer fests, and realise the paperwork
involved Instead they settle for the night with a few beers courtesy of Julian. Jules then
settled down for an early night and thought through the next day’s plans. More snow or frog’s
legs next?

Chapter Six
Snowed Off & A Frog’s Leg Home

Day 29, almost a full month on the road, it is 5th June and after some very careful
consideration, Jules has to change his route on the advice of a couple of Brits. They had to
turn back from the Swiss Alps due to very heavy snow fall which in turn closed the mountain
passes. Jules is gutted; it means he will have to re-assess his route. He could ill afford to get
stuck on hazardous mountains packed with snow after the Nordkapp lesson. Common sense
prevails and Jules decided to turn due west and head across France, making his way back
toward the UK. He is disappointed to miss the views of Switzerland, but with his wife Jax
advising him to head home, he makes the best decision.

He rides and crosses the Rhine, a majestic river; a stop was required to take in the beauty of it
all. Here he met a young woman on a bicycle who asked him directions. She had a plastic box
in front of her bike, big enough to carry two children and some equipment. She had bought it
locally and was riding it home to Basle in Switzerland. Some journey!

Jules takes in more scenery, earlier having met Peter, a Dane who had been on the road for
over two years. Jules spends the day exploring the Alsace region, riding through vineyards
and quaint villages. He stopped over and camped, but not before checking out an Alsace
‘cave’ nearby and the wine making facilities. Most of today was spent keeping away from
traffic. Consequently he didn’t cover much ground today, but will push on to Nancy and
Reims tomorrow. I’m thinking the wine was too appealing to miss out on!

He met some German folk who invited him to join them at their tent at the campsite. They are
retired, and live for travel and music. They played music for Jules, some of their own work,
and they all shared a vessel of “Maibowle”. Don’t ask, just swallow!
Jules attempts sleep but explains “The mozzies are out tonight, little bastard’s love a bit of
Welsh”!
Riding early the next morning, Jules beats the rain until 10am on day 30. Then the usual
relentless downpour as he climbed through the hairpins up the mountains of Alsace.

Eventually riding through the storm and drying off in the afternoon sun. The bikes heated
grips are a god send, they dry out his gloves in no time at all. There are plenty of bikes
travelling today and it is a pleasure to wave as they or he passes them. Finally he stops for the
night, alas, no campsites here 50km (30 miles) east of Reims, so he finds a small hotel with a
fair few other British bikers staying over. Julian is very tired, and preferring his own
company, he updates his blog.
He notices there have been some very generous donations, and wishes everyone concerned a
big thank you for generosity and support. He is hoping for one last big push, asking us all to
bully our friends, work mates and family to donate to the JustGiving link on the website,
which is incidentally open for another year! “Just £1 can make a difference”. He thinks he
sounds like Terry Wogan now, appealing for money. But as Jules states “I know other people
are doing bigger, better and more difficult things, but I left a bit of me back on Nordkapp, so
please donate”. He takes himself off to bed at 9.30pm. Tomorrow will bring Dunkirk with
ease, and as yet he has paid no toll charges.
One full month today on 7th June, Jules overslept, but was on the road by 10.30am. Before
setting off, he spoke to a father and son from Camberley. They were on a KTM 900 and a
VFR 900. They swapped stories and Jules moved off. He sticks to the A and B roads, passing
through dead villages and rolling fields of various colours. He stops for a snack and gets
chatting to Claude from Luxembourg. “We put the world right and farted” Jules was quoted
as saying. I am laughing my head off at the thought! A typo error I think. Julian smells rain
(or is it something else, socks or bodily wind) and dons his waterproofs and continues on his
way, after a strange stop in my opinion!

True to form the rain starts, very heavily but only for fifteen minutes. Jules stops to camp
100km (60 miles) south of Bruxelles. He sets up camp in record time and dived for cover as
the rain once more came lashing down. It stopped as quickly as it started and allowed him to
dry all his gear in the warm sun. Supper was on the go and a hearty meal on the log table of
chilli con carne, chicken casserole, chocolate pudding and chocolate sauce all washed down
with a bottle of St Emilion Gran Cru. Two dinners you think. Yes, two, he was very hungry.
I’m also thinking he is very thirsty!

Jules was expecting an easy run to the coast and an early night on day 32. For the first time in
France, he took the most direct route, still though avoiding tolls and headed for Dunkirk, no
problems. France though had other ideas. Having given Bess a quick check over, and topping
up the tyre pressures, she was away and wanting to sprint to the finish. Jules let her go,
opening her up and enjoying the speed and very smooth tarmac roads. “Shit”! A speed
camera flashed him on approach to Dunkirk at 110mph. Jules though was not to be caught
out and gave the V sign to the camera, safe in the knowledge he had covered his number plate
over and it would be too much paperwork again. There was more unavoidable severe cross
winds and rain for the last 50km (30 miles) swiping him from side to side, the worst since
Nordkapp. A very uncomfortable time, but confident in the knowledge that was ascertained
in Norway, convinced him they would both get through it. Julian soon settled into a small
hotel by the raging sea. Next, an early ferry in the morning and back home, hopefully.

An early 5am start today 9th June, home beckons for Jules. He follows a fellow Brit to the
ferry port. The guy is using his sat nav to lead the way. Why did Jules not use a navigation
aid such as this himself you ask? Well my thinking is that Julian would prefer to explore as
he travels without relying on such sophistication. Using his instincts and choosing his routes
as he pleases on the spur of the moment. And getting lost on occasion! It all adds to the
excitement.

Once on board the ferry, Jules meets Eddie Izzard “in the first class lounge”. It was probably
Club Class, Premier or Executive lounge. We don’t have class distinction these days! Julian
explained “It looked like him and he was wearing woman’s clothes and a moustache, but did
not tell any jokes. Julian tentatively asked Eddie to do a spot of stand up, and donate some
cash to the appeal!

Julian swiftly left Eddie and the ferry in Dover and had an easy ride back to Clatterbridge,
arriving exactly 33 days, 5 hours and 49 minutes after he left just before 4pm. He had
completed 7,396 miles, about 12,000 kilometres. He was met and applauded over the finish
line at the Clatterbridge Cancer Centre, posing briefly for photos before giving Jackie the
biggest hug and kiss ever seen at the Health Park. I missed the arrival unfortunately as I was
broadcasting live and unable to make this momentous occasion. Julian thanked everybody for
following and supporting him. Massive thanks to Bess his trusty motor bike. “She did
everything I asked of her and never let me down, however she did complain when I crashed
and dropped her a few times! She is in need of a bit of TLC now. Raise a glass to my Bess
the DL650 Suzuki V-Strom”.

Julian and Jackie made their way home, back to normality and running ‘Julian’s’ restaurant in
Hoylake. First though, a quiet weekend, some time to reflect and dwell on the last month or
so. They are overwhelmed with various emotions as Jules looks forward to his own bed
shared with Jackie. No more boil in the bag meals either, the tent packed away for another
day, the bike Bess stripped bare of the added extras that helped make the journey a success,
and relax.
The journey goes on further still, as the JustGiving link on www.solobiketour4cancer.com is
active for another year. All donations gratefully accepted of course in aid of cancer for
Clatterbridge Cancer Centre.
The story may have ended, but the dreams live on.

Two days later on the Monday Jules is still recovering as he again reflects and works out
some up to date calculations. He conveys “The latest total from the JustGiving link alone is
£3,600, a great achievement by all concerned. The site will remain open for several months
yet to accept further donations. I would like to thank you all very much for sharing my
adventure and supporting me through donation and encouragement, especially in those
worrying and scary moments I experienced. Your support for us both and that of my lovely
wife for me was invaluable”.
Julian Davies

Had to buy some socks today £2 for 2 pairs. But could
not get the girls in the shop to understand me. So , off
with boots and pointed. As I left the shop to the sound
of laughter I noticed they were both holdding their
noses
As I was riding couldnt help thinking of their past , when occupied by the nazis and the suffering they must have endured. The thick
forest

Speaking of which, I passed a mountain on Vennesund with a huge hole in its side.
The story is that a troll in persuit of a maiden could not catch her ,so threw a
boulder at her which caused the hole. [I found some troll droppings outside the
cabin tonight ] Now washed and clothes hanging from cabin porch, ready for supper.

